Shower Pan with In Line Drain

Before Installing – Inspect shower base thoroughly
1. Damage from shipping or delivery must be reported to carrier immediately. Do not install damaged shower base. Belstone is not responsible for damage occurring during shipping and/or handling.
2. Factory defect must be reported to Belstone before base is installed. Defects claimed after installation will be excluded from warranty.

Installation Procedures
1. Establish a flat and level surface. Make sure the wall framing is square and measurements are to the pans specifications.
2. Mix enough fast setting self curing thin set (about 1/3 of a bucket) to cover the surface area of the floor where the shower pan will sit. Use 1/2” x 3/8” square notched trowel.
3. Set shower pan into thin set and level. Let sit for two hours to cure.
4. Connect drain (Sioux Chef) to waste outlet.
5. Bring backer board to the upper edge of shower pan and waterproof the joint. Shower pan is ready to be used.